
 
"Atomic Bomb Most Deadly War Weapon" 

 

This following article is taken from the Courier Wedge as it was printed in August 
of 1945. 

President Truman in a world-startling announcement Monday (August 6th, 1945) 
stated the United States had started blasting Japan with a new atomic bomb with 
more power than 20,000 tons of TNT. This new secret weapon is what the 
president had in mind when in calling upon Japan to surrender or face utter 
destruction. 

The new bomb is the most terrifying and destructive invention of the war. It 
makes the German V-1's and V-2's look like Christmas toys. 

Just how powerful the new weapon is shown by comparison with a munitions ship 
that blew up on June 6, 1917, in the harbor at Halifax, N.S. killing 1,500 people, 
injuring 4,000, and made 20,000 homeless, with a large part of the city 
devastated. That munitions ship carried 3,000 tons of TNT. The new atom bomb is 
seven times as powerful as that whole shipload of TNT. 

As a test on the New Mexico desert three weeks ago, the first of the new atom 
bombs was exploded. Assembled scientists stood from 6 to 10 miles from the 
bomb, which exploded with a blinding flash. Then came a tremendous, sustained 
roar and air pressure that knocked some people down. A huge multi-colored 
cloud then surged to a height of 40,000 feet that made clouds disappear. A big 
steel tower was completely vaporized and left only a huge hole in the ground. It 
shook windows 250 miles away and many thought an earthquake had taken 
place. 

President Truman said "we have spent two billion dollars on the greatest scientific 
gamble in history-and won" 



The President revealed that 65,000 persons are now 
engaged in operating two great plants and many lesser 
works to produce the most terrible weapons of all time. 
Employment at the peak of construction, he said, 
totaled 125,000. 

Materials to be used in producing the deadly bombs, he 
revealed, are being processed at plants at Oak Ridge, 
near Knoxville, Tenn., at Richland, near Pasco, Wash., 
and at an installation near Santa Fe, N.M. 

The President said that "it was to spare the Japanese people from utter 
destruction" that the ultimatum of July 26, calling on Japan to surrender, was 
issued at Potsdam. 

It is possible that with further development atomic explosion could result in the 
whole world being blown up. That is a dire possibility. On the other hand atomic 
energy may be harnessed in the future and used to make enormously greater 
quantities of power that now derived from coal, oil, and power dams. 

This web site was made by Kristen Hayden and Jamie Lowe in May, 1999. Thank 
you for taking time to visit our site. 

 


